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ON DOCUMENTATION 30,APRIL-1 MAY

The Technical Sub-Group on Documentation, created by the decision of the
textiles Comumittee, held its first meeting 3o April-1 May 1974, under the chairmanship
of Mr. Gardner Patterson, Deputy Director-General. It was agreed at the outset
that the ground would base its discussion on the points set forth in COM. TEX/W/8,
although several representatives reserved their right to make general statements
on points D, E, and F of that note. Before the, discussion opened on point A, a
delgation requestedthe secretariatto compile a list of SITC and BTN positions
covering the textile products enumerated in Article 12 of the Textiles Arrangement.
Such a compilation was prepared and distributed before the and of the meeting, the
secretariat stressing, however,thatit was only a tentantive compilation, not
intended as an interpretation of Article 12, and therefore subject to discussion
and confirmation or amendmentby partiesto the TextilesArrangement.

A. Product classification

(a) Trade statistics

The first point of discussion concerned theproduct classification of trade.
statistics neede by theTextiles Committee for carrying cut thestudies required
of it by Article10, paragraph 2.

The Chairman explained that thetask under discussion was one of setting up
a system of regular statistical reporting, and of determining its optimal degree of
detail so that, on the one hand,theTextileCommitteehadallthe information itinformation it
ncedulafJr its esgub'r analhe enoftaceourrr-ld -t.t f wor Lo production; cf, and trade.
id. tcxtilc procucon andewother trandh& would ir ore , e leasc: th+.h _lu.st possible
bunational band secretariat `tasticialiservices.WhileintendedWhi' intcrcd
primeriexy ler ommTgee,lc ecenretc,ath.sccollectedsyat llctc ouldistics wc;le also
form kame_oralofrinformation o^o;r.heiTe f.ret Su?e.tanle ivillnc. Body.

al Schr:ioop 13b-Ghen wased we aeaskJ-would iconsider c e.sextilesa txtilos
sectTon ef SIa-Cuitable basis for the Ceor at ._erortingrandtir.g o , ef ef, wh:thcr
ie wechnically pni -.le to saccelrate the implementation for textiles ofs of
thes revinomenncaacretur, h icîs exported t_o-be ingeneral a?l paplict on .cnly in 1976.
representative ov<.ce tustoms tnrs eoap.o.tion C>unceportectrd' oe thurrent nt' work
on erada cl;ssafioeticandinomenclatures uremphasizinginag thhe:tB t. aTN wns currently
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being subdivided so as to preserve its traditional one to one correspondence
with SITC Rev.2.

Most delelgationis felt that SITC Rev.2 would provide a suitable. basis for
the regular statistical reporting on trade in textiles and apparel. It was
pointed out that it made a distinction by fibre possible even in the division
of apparl where difficulties in this respect had existed before the revision.
Most importantly, since SITC Rev.2 was going to be adopted by all members of
the United Nations, reporting to the GATT secretarit on its basis would imply
no extra work for national statistical services. The majority of countries
represented in the sub-group found it possible to report on the basis of
SITC Rev.2; some wrere.able to do this in full detail of this classification
while some others informed the group that, for the time being, they might have
difficulties reporting in mere detail than available at 3 or 4 digit levels.
Those countries which could report would also find it possible to report in this
form as of January 1975. Some members of the group, however, considered that
an expansion to other fibres of the classification used in statistical reporting
to the Cotton Textils Committeewould be satisfactory for the purpose at hand,
and favoured this approach, but agreed to study the possibility of supplying
more statiatical detail within the scheme so that their own reporting could
gradually approach the structure and degreeof detail of SITC Rev.2. In this
context, several delegations emphasizedthe desirability of having uniform
criteria for distinguishing blended products by fibre content.

A discussion of thequestion of temporary imports and exports for processing
revealed that for a number of countries this trade was unimportant, for most
of them comprehensive deailed reporting would create serious difficulties, and
that the few countries able to provide such data could not do so on a comparable
basis. One delegation was prepared to collect data for temporary imports on
a monthly basis, provided other participants undertook to de the same.Some
others could provide these figures only on a global basis without indicating
sources or destinations. It was agreed that special reporting on this trade
would be, for the time being, at least, toe, ambitious.

The sub-group then discussed at considerable length the problem of reporting
the quantities traded. It recognised that the practice under LTAof converting
different quantity units (e.g. units of surface into units of weight) by constant
factors was unsatisfactory It was further recognized that for different groups
of products different -quantity units have the best results,e.g., tennage for
yarns, tonnage and surface for fabrics, tonnge and units for apprels; and that
it would be desirable if reporting in two different quantity units could be
commonly adopted for fabrics and apparel . Delegate of severalcountriesannounced:n(
that, for varioue onscssh tiis would noe boi possible foretho eime b-ing, but
that theolwicud discusse .0i possibiliwy uitheihiÂr statistical authorities.
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(b) productionn statistics

It was generally recognized that for its assessment of tha state of world
production and trade in textile products, the Textiles Committee will need
reliable data on national production, and that it would be highly desirable for
this data to be provided in a form comparable with the data on trade. A number
of delegations recalled the fact that, in present statistical practices,
production and trade data arc not collected according to a common classification
and that, while in the area of textiles there might, exist some, though not
insuperable, problems in obtaining comparability between production and trade
data, in the sector ofapparel it has been so far impossible even to collect
comprehensive data on total production (and a.fortiori on production by fibre)
let alone obtain comparability between production and trade data.

One way of overcoming this difficulty, and obtaining at last a rough but
comprehensive notion of national apparel production, a delegation suggested, would
be to calculate the intake of yarns and fabrics, by fibre, into each domestic
apparel industry. Anothor way, which the majority of delegations considered
more promising and deserving further study, would be to agree on a representative
list of products and to establish a regular reporting of their output.

Those countries which collect production statistics do it in terms of
volume, and in a few countries additional statistics on the value of production
or sales are also available. A few countries do not regularly collect any
production data at present, or collect them in terns which are not comparable
with those of the majority of other countries. It was understood that considerable
effort by all governments would be needed to develop a satisfactory comparable
set of production data. Delegates of several countries stated that all statistics
supplied to the Textiles Committee should stem from official sources, and this
was generally agreed.

(c) Other statistics

The group had a first exchange of general viuws on the additional statistics
relating to the textile industry that the Textiles Committee might require. One
delegation emphasized tlat addiditional data should relate to specific points of
study in order to avoid a massivebuild-upof statistical information which may
not always be relevant. From a discussion of the usefulness: of such statistical
indicators as those of value added in manufacturing, employment, unemployment,
investment and machinery of the industry, it emerged that all additional
information of this kind relates to the industry, possibly its individual branches,
and could not be related to individual products. It also appeared that, while a
large majority of countries collected statistics on several of the aspects mentioned
above, there were considerable divergences in national statistical practices and
definitions. Statistics on value added by and on employment and/or unemployment
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in, the textiles and apparel industry were available in the majority of countries,
the former because the majority of governments practise national income accounting,
the latter because of their immediate importance for policy formation. These
two types of statistics would therefore seem to deserve more discussion at the
next meeting in which the national methods, definitions and periodicity of
reporting could be clarified further in order to ascertain to what extent the
international comparability of the data could be improved.

B. Extent and geographical detail of reporting

Only general statements were exchanged under this heading. It was
emphasized that all participating countries should supply a commonly agreed.
minimum of statistics. While it wasrecognized that some countries may have
difficulties with respect to particular statistical series, it was hoped that
these difficulties would be gradually overcome. A number of specific points
remain to be discussed and decided at the next meeting, such as the geographical
detail of trade reporting (should eachcountry supply,detail on exports by
destination and imports by origin?)

On the questions of periodicity if reporting, some countries showed
wiillingness to report trade monthly and production quarterly. While some other
countries felt that annual. or bi-annual reporting would be sufficient, most
delegations favoured quarterly reporting of trade and annual raporting of
production. With very few exceptions, trade statistics generally seem to be
available within three months. With respect to production statistics, there is
much more diversity among individual countries, some able to compile them within
three months, some only witha delay of six months or more. This right raise
problems should the report of the Textiles Committee on the state of the
textile production and trade be required to appear in summer. An agreement on
specific reporting deadliness should be sought at the next meeting.

With respect tothe past period to becovered by trade statistics on an
agreed basis, most countries felt able to supply data for the past three years,
and some could go even further.

C. The formof regular reporting
The delegate of the EuropeanCommunities announced tha the reporting would

be made by the Statistical office of the Communities and would be in terms of
aggregates for the nine member countries combined. The secretariat expressed
preference for the reportingof trade statistics to be effected on magnetic tapes,
since all governments report in this form to the Statistical Office of the
United Nations . Making a other tape copy of the textiles sector would thus
minimize thework of national services ,aswell as facilitate the processing of
the data in the secretariat, a decision on this, however, was left for a future
meeting.
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D. Statistics required by the TSB and E. Trade policy reportingto the TSB

most delegations felt that the TSB itself should decideon the nature and
form of the data it will need and that discussion of these points in the
technical sub-group would be superfluous and even inappropriate. It was stressed
in this context that the product categorization discused in the presentmeeting
was for the sole purpose ofregular statistical reporting to the Textiles
Committe, and had noimplecations as tothe definition of product categories
subject to bilateral negotiations.

F. Adjustment reporting tothe TSB (andTextilesCommittee)

Only a few generalstatements were made on thisissue. There was no
disagreement with the view ofseveral delegations that governments should report
on theadjustment measures sufficiently often" (e.g. annually) to permit the
Textiles Committee to make an assessment of thegeneral trend of adjustment

efforts). It remains for the TextilesCommitteeto indicate more specifically
the nature and form ofthis reporting.

Several countries including those which did not participate in the debate
reserved their right to return to all paints discussed on 30 April May 1974 in
the next meeting of the group which wa for 5 Juneat 10 a.m.


